ORIENT-31 as the Sakigake “Charging Samurai” Born of IMpower150 but Will MARIPOSA-2 IMPRESS in the “Meiji Modernization” of Post-3G EGFR TKI Progression?
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Abstract: Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) have become the preferred first line therapy for those patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) harboring epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations. Given superior progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) when compared to earlier generations, third generation EGFR TKIs have become the first choice therapy in many parts of the world. Even though multiple strategies are in development to target both “on-target” and “off-target” resistance, the continuation of EGFR TKIs at the time of progression remains a controversial topic. This commentary focuses on both the “classic” clinical trials of IMpower150 and IMPRESS and compares them to the recently reported ORIENT-31 and ongoing MARIPOSA-2 to discuss the future therapeutic strategies in the setting of progression post-third generation EGFR TKIs.
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Introduction

“Sakigake” literally means “forerunner”. Originating from the samurais who were the first to enter battle, sakigake is a term describing the frontrunners/pioneers and their courage towards the unknown. Sakigake is also the term used by the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) to designate “breakthrough” therapy for drug approval.

This commentary reviews the evolving landscape of therapy in NSCLC patients harboring EGFR mutations who have progressed on EGFR TKIs. The current “frontier” includes different combinatory approaches both with or without continuation of EGFR TKIs.

EGFR TKI as the Standard of Care (SOC) in the First-Line (1L) Treatment of Advanced EGFR+ NSCLC

First/second-generation EGFR TKIs became the standard of care as first-line treatment of patients with advanced lung cancer harboring epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation based on two retrospective randomized phase 3 trials1,2 and nine prospective randomized phase 3 studies.3–13 Given superior progression-free survival (PFS) over platinum-based chemotherapy in EGFR+ NSCLC as well as overall survival (OS) benefits with osimertinib over gefitinib or erlotinib, osimertinib, the prototypic 3rd generation EGFR TKI, has now supplanted 1st-/2nd-EGFR TKI as the new SOC in EGFR+ NSCLC patients based on PFS and OS benefit from FLAURA.14,15
Resistance Mechanisms to EGFR TKIs

The main resistance mechanism to 1st generation EGFR TKI is the gatekeeper EGFR T790M mutation, while other mechanisms such as amplifications in cMET and amplifications/mutations in HER2, as well as small cell transformation exist.16,17

The mechanism of resistance to 3rd generation EGFR TKI can also be divided into EGFR dependent vs EGFR independent. On-target EGFR dependent mechanisms include the development of C797X, EGFR amplifications, and off-target or EGFR independent mechanisms include fusions (ie, RET), mutations (ie, BRAF V600E, HER2), cell cycle alterations, amplifications, and lineage plasticity.18 In certain circumstances, depending on the resistance mechanism, a targeted approach at the time of progression is technically possible, although these alterations tend to be a rare occurrence and a re-biopsy may not be possible in certain scenarios.

Continuation of EGFR TKI Post-Progression on 1G EGFR TKI: The Lesson of IMPRESS

For a while one of the important management questions upon disease progression on 1G/2G EGFR TKI was whether to continue the same EGFR TKI or not. This was based on the theoretical consideration that continual suppression of the oncogenic driver may be important given that resistance mechanisms are present in minor tumor clones and that the canonical founder EGFR mutation could still be present, although the activity of EGFR TKIs are generally limited in small cell lung cancer (SCLC) transformation.

The IMPRESS trial investigated this specific question where EGFR+ NSCLC participants were randomly assigned 1:1 to continue gefitinib 250 mg or placebo once daily in combination with six cycles of cisplatin-gemcitabine doublet chemotherapy. Surprisingly at that time, the median PFS was 5.4 months in both groups (95% CI=4.5–5.7 in the gefitinib group and 4.6–5.5 in the placebo group). Furthermore, continuation of gefitinib plus cisplatin and pemetrexed was detrimental to OS when compared with placebo plus cisplatin and pemetrexed (hazard ratio [HR]=1.44; 95% CI=1.07–1.94; \( P = 0.016 \); median OS=13.4 vs 19.5 months) especially among EGFR+ NSCLC patients who harbored the EGFR T790M mutations as detected by plasma genotyping (HR=1.49; 95% CI=1.02–2.21; \( P = 0.0432 \); median OS=10.8 vs 14.1 months), whereas statistical significance was not reached in T790M mutation-negative patients (HR=1.15; 95% CI=0.68–1.94; \( P = 0.6093 \); median OS=21.4 vs 22.5 months).19,20 Based on the results of IMPRESS, platinum-based chemotherapy was considered the SOC while continuation of the same EGFR TKI in combination of platinum-based chemotherapy post-progression EGFR TKI was discouraged. However, with the widespread use of much more potent mutant-selective 3rd-generation EGFR TKIs that can overcome T790M mutation and have excellent CNS efficacy, and with the development of EGFR/MET bispecific antibodies,21 the results of IMPRESS need to be re-examined. IMPRESS was born of the era of 1G EGFR TKIs and lacks sophistication in the understanding of molecular features of EGFR+ NSCLC.

“On-Target” versus “Off-Target” Approaches to EGFR TKI Resistance

Now that osimertinib has been firmly established as the SOC for the first-line treatment of advanced EGFR+ NSCLC, the resistance patterns to first line EGFR TKIs have changed. Thus, in spite of the IMPRESS results, both “off-target” and “on-target”, non-biomarker and biomarker driven approaches are being vigorously tested.

“Off-Target” Approach

Clinical Signal from IMPower150, the First “Quad”

IMPower150 is a three-arm randomized phase 3 trial (1:1:1) comparing bevacizumab/carboplatin/paclitaxel (BCP) vs atezolizumab/carboplatin/paclitaxel (ACP) vs atezolizumab/bevacizumab/carboplatin/paclitaxel (ABCP) in treatment-naïve non-squamous NSCLC. The primary results indicated that ABCP conferred superior PFS and OS over BCP. Whether it is foresight or luck, the trial allowed EGFR+ and ALK+ patients who progressed on a TKI to enroll. Post-hoc analysis of the EGFR+/ALK+ population demonstrated an OS benefit with ABCP over BCP.22 This OS benefit was primarily thought to be due to patients with EGFR+ NSCLC.23 OS was NE (95% CI=NE–NE) with ABCP (N=26 of 400) vs 17.5 months (95% CI=11.7–NE) with BCP (N=32 of 400) which resulted in a HR of 0.31 (95% CI=0.11–0.83). However, although the updated analysis from the IMPower150 study24 showed that patients with EGFR mutations had numerically longer OS with the ABCP arm with a median of...
26.1 months as compared to the BCP arm which reported a median of 20.3 months, the HR point estimate was 0.91 for ABCP vs BCP (95% CI=0.53–1.59), which may be a reflection of the limitations of sub-group analysis with a small number of patients or the results of patients crossing over to receive atezolizumab. Furthermore, no OS benefit was seen for atezolizumab + carboplatin + paclitaxel (ACP) compared with BCP in patients with sensitizing EGFR mutations who had received prior TKI therapy (21.4 vs 20.3 months; HR=1.16; 95% CI=0.71–1.89), hinting at the role of bevacizumab perhaps having synergistic effects to the combination of chemotherapy and ICI in this setting. Because of the post-hoc analysis of the nature, the US FDA did not approve ABCP combination for post-EGFR TKI progression, although this was approved by the European Medical Agency (EMA) for the treatment of these patients post-EGFR TKI progression. Although not officially approved by the FDA, some oncologists in the US have been using IMpower150 as the salvage therapy in the post-EGFR TKI progression setting. The adaptation of IMpower150 in many countries further solidify the concept of no continuation of EGFR TKI post-EGFR TKI progression.

**ORIENT-31: The First Prospective Non-EGFR TKI Continuing “Quad”**

ORIENT-31 is a phase 3 double-placebo-controlled trial that enrolled EGFR+ NSCLC patients who progressed on 1G/2G EGFR TKI without evidence of T790M or patients who progressed on osimertinib (one line of EGFR TKI). For patients who had 1G/2G TKIs who progressed due to an EGFR T790M mutation, they would have had to progress on osimertinib (two lines of EGFR TKIs). Eligible patients were randomized (1:1:1) to four cycles of cisplatin/pemetrexed, four cycles of cisplatin/pemetrexed/IBI305 (a bevacizumab biosimilar)/sintilimab (an PD-1 inhibitor) [arm A] vs four cycles of cisplatin/pemetrexed/sintilimab [arm B] vs four cycles of cisplatin/pemetrexed alone [arm C] (Figure 1). This was followed by maintenance pemetrexed, pemetrexed/sintilimab, or pemetrexed/sintilimab/IBI305 with single or double placebo as appropriate. Of the 444 patients enrolled, 118 (26.6%) were T790M+ and 125 (28.2%) had two prior lines of EGFR TKIs and 160 (26.0%) had brain metastasis. The majority of the patients had stage 4 disease (97.1%, 431/444) and a performance status of 1 (81.1%, 360/444).

With a median follow-up time of 9.8 months, ORIENT-31 met its primary endpoint of PFS (by independent radiology review committee) with sintilimab + IBI305 + pemetrexed+cisplatin (arm A) achieving a median PFS of 6.9 months (95% CI=6.0–9.3) vs 4.3 months (95% CI=4.1–5.4) for the pemetrexed + cisplatin (arm C) (HR=0.464; 95% CI=0.337–0.639;

![Figure 1 Study design of ORIENT-31.](https://doi.org/10.2147/LCTT.S355503)
ORR was also improved in arm A (ORR=43.9%; 95% CI=35.8–52.3) vs arm C (ORR=25.2%; 95% CI=18.5–2.9) with non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals.

The PFS benefit of the ORIENT-31 “quad” was observed irrespective of the presence (HR=0.480; 95% CI=0.291–0.793) or absence of brain metastasis (HR=0.548; 95% CI=0.375–0.803). Any PFS benefit of the ORIENT-31 “quad” among EGFR T790M+ patients was not reported but, given the small percentage of patients enrolled, this may not be interpretable one way or the other. However, the efficacy of the “quad” on T790M may be estimated from patients who received two lines of EGFR TKIs (as that means patients had prior T790M+ from 1G EGFR TKI and had to have received osimertinib as T790M should not appear if one had progressed on 3G EGFR TKI as the sole TKI). The “quad” did not achieve PFS benefit over chemotherapy among the patients who had two lines of EGFR TKIs (HR=0.719; 95% CI=0.432–1.94), albeit the number of patients was limited.

The direct comparison between chemotherapy (arm C) alone vs chemotherapy + sintilimab (arm B) was not reported, which is an important result to follow up on. However, the median PFS of arm B was 5.6 months (95% CI=4.7–6.9), which was numerically higher than the median PFS of chemotherapy alone (arm C), although the 95% confidence intervals overlap.

**Keynote-789 and Checkmate-722: Will the “Triples” Be Left Behind?**

While we await the further maturation of the ORIENT-31 to allow for a meaningful comparison of median PFS between arm B and arm C to assess for any beneficial role of the addition of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) to chemotherapy in the post-EGFR TKI setting, two global randomized phase 3 trials (Keynote-789 and ChecMate-722) have completed accrual.

The designs of Keynote-789 (N=492, NCT03515837) and Checkmate-722 (N=365, NCT02864251) are similar between themselves (Figure 2A and B) and to ORIENT-31 (Figure 1). Importantly, patients who had disease progression post-1G EGFR TKIs with the presence of T790M mutation would have to have received osimertinib. The principle is to investigate whether the addition of a PD-1 inhibitor to platinum-pemetrexed chemotherapy will improve the PFS in patients with EGFR+ NSCLC who have progressed on EGFR TKI(s). Given that these are large scale clinical trials, the results of these two trials will dictate if and how ICI will be used alone or in combination with anti-angiogenesis agents in the backbone of chemotherapy. Anti-angiogenesis agents have on-target side-effects such as hypertension, proteinuria, and potential increased risk of bleeding. However, based on the post-hoc IMpower150 analysis and the preliminary data of ORIENT-31, it is our expectation that the addition of ICI to platinum-based chemotherapy will likely result in a numerically longer but not statistically significant improvement in median PFS over platinum-based chemotherapy alone.

**“On-Target” Non-Biomarker Driven Approach**

**MARIPOSA-2; the EGFR TKI Continuation Quad and “Meiji Restoration”?**

MARIPOSA-2 is a randomized trial comparing platinum pemetrexed chemotherapy alone to addition of amivantamab, a bispecific EGFR/MET antibody and lazertinib, a third-generation EGFR TKI, in EGFR+ patients who had progressed on 1st or 2nd-generation EGFR TKI(s) without EGFR T790M or directly progressed from osimertinib with or without a preceding T790M mutation. The design of the trial is shown in Figure 3. While this study lacks ICI and anti-angiogenesis therapy, one can argue that amivantamab has promising efficacy data against all EGFR resistance as well as MET amplification, which is a common off-target resistance to osimertinib. Lazertinib is a potent, irreversible, mutant-selective, CNS-penetrant EGFR-TKI targeting both the T790M mutation and activating EGFR mutations while sparing wild-type EGFR and has demonstrated similar clinical efficacy including CNS activity as osimertinib. Furthermore, continuation of a third generation EGFR TKI (lazertinib) may have continual CNS treatment effects or may prevent/delay CNS metastases. Thus, the MARIPOSA-2 “quad” will utilize chemotherapy to overcome non-specific resistance. At the same time, amivantamab will target both on-target acquired EGFR mutations and off-target MET amplification, while lazertinib will continue to suppress pre-existing or future CNS metastasis.
The Unanswered Question – The Role of Continuation of EGFR Blockade Post-Progression

Especially in an oligo-progressive situation, the continuation of EGFR TKI(s) beyond progression combined with localized therapy to the oligo-progressive site (ie, radiation therapy) has been accepted as a practical approach. TKI continuation beyond progression is supported by previous reports of patients with indolent and small volume progression benefiting from continuation of TKIs which are thought to be suppressing the majority of tumor cells. Furthermore, if progression of disease on EGFR TKI was extra-cranial, one could argue that the continuation of the same EGFR TKI could continue to have CNS protective effects.
“On-Target” Biomarker Driven Approach

As resistance to osimertinib is likely due to a minor clone of the $EGFR+$ NSCLC, continuing osimertinib with the addition of a specific inhibitor to inhibit the resistance mechanism has been performed and was successful in the TATTON trial (NCT02143466) where savolitinib, a MET TKI, was added to osimertinib in resistance cases where MET amplification was detected. Thus, a larger phase 2 study of osimertinib and savolitinib in the setting of osimertinib resistance (SAVANNAH; NCT03778229) is ongoing. A multi-cohort combination study of osimertinib with various inhibitors (EGFR, ALK, MET, RET) is also enrolling (ORCHARD; NCT03944772), given receptor tyrosine kinase fusions have been reported as resistance mechanisms to EGFR TKIs.27

Epilogue – ORIENT-31 as the “Last Samurai” Giving Way to the “Meiji Modernization” in the Era of Changing Landscape of 1L EGFR+ NSCLC Treatment (FLAURA-2 and MARIPOSA-I)?

As the history of modern Japan would show, the samurai of the shogunate eventually gave way to a central rule by Emperor Meiji with westernization and industrialization leading to the rise of modern Japan, the relevance of ORIENT-31 is questionable in the era of third-generation EGFR TKIs which are EGFR mutant selective with superior CNS penetration.27

While the numbers of patients who received two lines of EGFR TKIs (including osimertinib) were limited, ORIENT-31 did not show any PFS benefit in this patient subgroup. Furthermore, the benefit of ORIENT-31 in EGFR T790M+ was not reported but based on the results of two lines of EGFR TKIs as a surrogate for T790M+ in ORIENT-31. Thus, ORIENT-31 quad is unlikely to provide PFS benefit in this setting, although with the caveat of limited patients.

Furthermore, we do not know if the PFS benefit in ORIENT-31 will translate to an eventual OS benefit. Importantly, the IMPower150 “quad” did not confer OS advantage in the EGFR+ NSCLC patient subgroup. Finally, while the PFS HR benefit in ORIENT-31 was impressive at 0.46, would an absolute increase of 2.6 months in PFS justify the likely significant addition in cost by using a bevacizumab biosimilar and a PD-1 inhibitor both upfront and in the maintenance setting?

Furthermore, the current SOC of single agent osimertinib as 1L treatment of advanced $EGFR+$ NSCLC may be quickly evolving. FLAURA-2 is a randomized phase 3 trial investigating the addition of platinum-pemetrexed chemotherapy to osimertinib as first-line treatment of advanced $EGFR+$ NSCLC (Figure 4). The primary endpoint is PFS.
MARIPOSA-1 is a three-arm randomized phase 3 trial comparing the combination of lazertinib + amivantamab vs osimertinib + placebo lazertinib vs lazertinib + placebo osimertinib. The third arm (lazertinib + placebo osimertinib) was requested by the FDA (Figure 5). If either FLAURA-2 or MARIPOSA-1 (or both trials) reads out positively, these combination therapies may possibly become the SOC first line therapy in the future. The magnitude of benefit, additional
costs of long duration of therapy, the constant need for IV infusions, and the invariable increase in adverse events could all further complicate the selection of post-EGFR TKI progression therapy as platinum-based chemotherapy is used in FLAURA2 and the maximum on-target EGFR suppression would have already been used in MARIPOSA-1.

We are fortunate to be treating EGFR+ patients at a time when there are many potent treatment advances. We believe that anticipating how the next SOC will evolve would require an appreciation of history. Only time will tell how ORIENT-31 will place in the pantheon of clinical trials in EGFR+ NSCLC patients.
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